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Abstract
Background: Common surgical procedures on the mitral valve of the heart include modifications
to the chordae tendineae. Such interventions are used when there is extensive leaflet prolapse
caused by chordae rupture or elongation. Understanding the role of individual chordae tendineae
before operating could be helpful to predict whether the mitral valve will be competent at peak
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systole. Biomechanical modelling and simulation can achieve this goal.
Methods: We present a method to semi-automatically build a computational model of a mitral
valve from micro CT (computed tomography) scans: after manually picking chordae fiducial points,
the leaflets are segmented and the boundary conditions as well as the loading conditions are auto-
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matically defined. Fast finite element method (FEM) simulation is carried out using Simulation
Open Framework Architecture (SOFA) to reproduce leaflet closure at peak systole. We develop
three metrics to evaluate simulation results: (i) point-to-surface error with the ground truth reference extracted from the CT image, (ii) coaptation surface area of the leaflets and (iii) an indication
of whether the simulated closed leaflets leak.
Results: We validate our method on three explanted porcine hearts and show that our model
predicts the closed valve surface with point-to-surface error of approximately 1 mm, a reasonable coaptation surface area, and absence of any leak at peak systole (maximum closed pressure).
We also evaluate the sensitivity of our model to changes in various parameters (tissue elasticity,
mesh accuracy, and the transformation matrix used for CT scan registration). We also measure the
influence of the positions of the chordae tendineae on simulation results and show that marginal
chordae have a greater influence on the final shape than intermediate chordae.
Conclusions: The mitral valve simulation can help the surgeon understand valve behaviour and
anticipate the outcome of a procedure.
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which anchor the chordae to the ventricle wall and pull down during

INTRODUCTION

closure, and (iv) the annulus around which the leaflets attach circumferThe mitral valve is located in the left chamber of the heart. Its role con-

entially to the left ventricle.

sists of alternately opening so the blood can flow from the left atrium to

Common surgical procedures on the mitral valve include modifica-

the left ventricle and closing so the blood can flow from the left ventri-

tions to the chordae. Such interventions are used when there is exten-

cle to the aorta through the aortic valve without going back into the left

sive prolapse of a leaflet caused by chordae rupture or elongation. This

atrium. Valve function results from the interaction of various anatom-

prolapse often allows backflow into the left atrium and must be treated.

ical parts (Figure 1(left)): (i) two leaflets (anterior and posterior) that

Chordae modification procedures include (i) secondary transposition

open and close, (ii) the chordae tendineae, which tether the leaflets to

from the posterior leaflet (Figure 1(right, A)), (ii) chordae transposition

maintain valve shape during closure (systole), (iii) the papillary muscles,

from the posterior leaflet (Figure 1(right, B), (iii) chordae replacement
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FIGURE 1 Mitral valve anatomy and surgical operations on chordae. Left: appearance of the closed valve (during systole) and open valve (during
diastole). Right: surgical procedures on chordae tendineae: A, secondary transposition from the posterior leaflet; B, chordae transposition from
the posterior leaflet; C, chordae replacement using artificial chordae; D, chordae shortening in the case of chordae elongation

using artificial chordae in the case of chordae rupture (Figure 1(right,

applying forces, and papillary muscles were moved down 1mm in

C)) and (iv) chordae shortening in the case of chordae elongation (see

the apical direction. A linear, anisotropic material model was used to

Figure 1(right, D)).1

account for the presence of a preferred material direction. In their

Understanding the effect of particular chordae on valve compe-

results, they analyzed leaflet and chordae stresses in response to mod-

tence would significantly help cardiologists and surgeons preoper-

ifications in the valve configuration (papillary muscle displacement,

atively form a plan for surgical repair of a valve. Biomechanical

annulus dilation, etc.).

modelling and simulation can inform this process. Many research
problem.2

Sacks et al.10 extracted the mitral valve anatomy based on porcine

In these studies, the common

heart micro CT scans as well. The pressure on the leaflet was given

strategy is to use a generic, rather than a subject-specific, model

by a time-dependent physiological curve, and the displacements of

of valve geometry. Recently several image-based models have been

the annulus and papillary muscles were given by sonomicrometry

proposed.3-6 However, in these models, chordae are still based on

transducers.11 They used a tension-only model for the chordae. An

generic models and the FEM (finite element method)-based computa-

experimentally derived hyperelastic law was used to model the leaflets.

tion engines that are used are not efficient enough to be used in the

In their results, they analyzed the leaflet stresses to show that valve

clinical workflow.

failure mechanisms occur at abnormally high stresses and that higher

teams have worked on this

Our strategy is to build a complete semi-automatic pipeline to con-

stresses occur at peak systolic loading.

struct an image-based FEM model of the mitral valve simulating leaflet

Prot et al.12 extracted the geometry from a porcine heart that

closure at peak systole. We are targeting a framework that can robustly

had been dissected and photographed. The leaflets and chordae were

work with geometries extracted from clinical data. We are starting

reconstructed. The papillary muscles were assumed to be fixed. There

with micro CT images, but other image modalities will be considered

was a self-contact condition between the two layers of the leaflet. The

in the future. We construct the computational model from real sub-

displacement of the annulus was measured with ultrasound before dis-

ject geometries with image processing. Our aim is also to do real-time

section while under the same pressure that was later applied in the

simulation that can be used in the clinical workflow. Finally, we vali-

computational model. The constitutive law for the leaflet was derived

date our simulations on real cases of valve closure in order to simulate

from the hyperelastic law proposed by.13 The leaflets were meshed with

the real shapes of the leaflets and study the influence of the chordae

triangles and the chordae by trusses. In their results, they compared the

attachment points.

leaflet stress distribution and chordae tensions with values from the

Many studies have already been conducted on simulation of the

literature.

heart valves (see comparison in Table 1). Several research groups have

Wang et al.6 extracted the valve anatomy from a multi-slice CT scan

developed 3D FEM models of the mitral valve. The workflow is often

of a human subject. The geometry included the mitral valve leaflets,

similar, including these steps: (i) extracting the valve anatomy from

the papillary muscles and 21 chordae. The displacements of both the

medical imaging, (ii) defining the boundary conditions and the loading

annulus and the chordae attachments on the papillary muscles were

and (iii) doing an FEM analysis applying mechanical test data based on

tracked across a sequence of CT acquisitions and applied as imposed

assumptions. Below is a review of some of these studies.

displacements. A time-dependent pressure based on the cardiac cycle

Kunzelman et al.7-9 extracted geometry from explanted porcine

was applied to the leaflet. An anisotropic hyperelastic Ogden model

hearts. The leaflet was considered free to rotate at the annulus, and

was used to model the chordae. 3D elements were used to capture

the chords were attached at both papillary muscles and leaflet edges

the mitral valve and 1D elements for the chordae. In their results, they

with free rotation. In systole, annular contraction was modelled by

compared model predictions of stress and strain with values from the
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TABLE 1

Summary of the state of the art for mitral valve modelling
Model
geometry

Leaflet
model

Anisotropy &
hyperelasticity

Chordae
model

Computing
time

Metrics

Kunzelman et al. 8,8,9

Manual
Generic

Shell
FEM

Yes

Truss
FEM

na

Stress
analysis

Sacks et al. 10, 10

Manual
Generic

Shell
FEM

Yes

Truss
FEM

na

Stress
analysis

Prot et al. 12, 12

Manual
Generic
Manual

Shell
FEM
Shell

Yes

Truss
FEM
Truss

na

Stress
analysis
Error distance

Wang et al.6

Yes

na

Image-based

FEM

Hammer et al.14

Manual
Image-based

Mass–
spring

Yes

Tension
- only rod

20 sec

Error distance
Coaptation

Toma et al.16

Semi-automatic
Image-based
Semi-automatic

Tetrahedra
FEM
Triangle

Yes

Tetrahedra
FEM
Mass–

na

Stress
analysis
Error distance

Image-based

FEM

This study

Fem

No

Coaptation

15 sec

spring

Coaptation Leak

literature. They also measured coaptation characteristics to mimic

was extracted from three fresh isolated hearts from 30–40kg female

clinical assessment.

Yorkshire pigs imaged using high-resolution computed tomography

Hammer et al.14 developed a mass–spring framework to simulate

(MicroCAT, Siemens, Munich, Germany). For each subject, the heart was

mitral valve closure using a nonlinear anisotropic constitutive law.

excised, and images of the mitral valve in two states were acquired:

Chordae were indirectly taken into account by constraining various

one with no pressure so as to have an unstressed valve state and one

displacements of leaflet vertices based on their location. In,15

the pre-

with 120 mm Hg of air pressure delivered through the aorta to close

vious model was adapted to perform in real time with haptic feedback.

the mitral valve and statically load it. In the remainder of this article

In their results, they computed the surface-to-surface error between

these two states are respectively referred to as the initial and final con-

simulation and measured data.

figurations. A protocol was established to ensure high-quality micro

More recently, Toma et

al.16

developed a computational model for

the mitral valve from the ovine heart. They focused on one dataset

CT scans and included carefully supporting the heart (Figure 2A) and
pressurizing with air (Figure 2B).

using an accurate mesh with an anisotropic constitutive law. They also

Scanner settings were established based on trial-and-error in order

took into account blood flow in the boundary conditions. As a result,

to avoid artifacts due to movement or drying/shrinking of the cardiac

they analyzed the stress distribution as well as the chordal forces at

tissues during image acquisition. The number of scanning angles was

the attachement points on papillary muscles to compare them with

1600, the exposure time for each image was 500 ms, the x-ray tube

in vitro results.

power was set to 10.5 W with U = 175 kV, and a 0.5 mm copper filter

The aforementioned research is based either on tedious preliminary

was used to achieve sufficient contrast and resolution.

work of manual segmentation or on oversimplified parametric geome-

The result after reconstruction was a 2000 × 2000 × 2000 voxel

tries. In this paper, we propose to automatically build a computational

3D image with isotropic voxel resolution of 0.1 mm and an 8-bit inte-

model of the mitral valve with minor manual inputs. Our aim is also to

ger format, from which a region of interest (ROI) for the mitral valve

do real-time simulation that can be used in the clinical workflow while

was selected. These scans produced high-contrast volumetric images

being able to reproduce real closed leaflet shapes at peak systole.

mainly composed of air (Hounsfield density ≈ 1000) and soft tissue
(Hounsfield density ∈ [−100, 300]).

2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Here we describe the methods used to create a subject-specific model
of the mitral valve. First we describe image acquisition, then image seg-

2.2

Image segmentation

mentation. We then describe how the major components of the valve

A method to semi-automatically segment the leaflets and chordae

are modelled and how the closure of the valve at peak systolic pressure

was developed and applied to the micro CT data. It uses the level-set

is simulated and evaluated.

segmentation framework described in,17 which consists of a 3-stage
process: computing the active contour image, placing spherical seeds
on the same image and running an iterative evolution function. Two

2.1

Image acquisition

labelled images are computed using only one contour image and manually placing (only once) seeds on the ventricular endocardium. The

In this study we used porcine hearts because they have been shown

active contour used the ‘region competition’ method,18 and it com-

to be a good proxy for human hearts [7]. The image-based model

putes a probability map. The evolution function is based on a curvature
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FIGURE 2

A, Foam system to support the heart. B, Micro CT scanner containing a heart pressurized using a regulated air supply

FIGURE 3

Level-set segmentation results. A, Force allowing small curvatures. B, Force allowing only large curvatures. C, Boolean difference
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FIGURE 4

Inferior

Micro CT scan with segmentation results on axial, sagittal, coronal and 3D mesh views. Green: ventricle wall; red: mitral valve

term weighted by 𝛼 with 𝛼 ∈ [0, 1] and a gradient intensity-based

and the chordae (see Figure 3A). The second labelled image uses a large

force.19 The first labelled image utilized a small curvature weight for

curvature weight, producing a smoother contour boundary while ignor-

the differential equation for the contour evolution, thus allowing the

ing the leaflets and the chordae. The region cannot grow in the thin

region-growing algorithm to capture thin structures such as the leaflets

structures (Figure 3B).
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with the Z direction and taking the largest connected component. The

The Boolean difference between these two images (Figure 3A and

top surface is the mesh of the leaflets.

3B) gives the final leaflet–chordae set (see Figure 3C). Figure 4 shows

The result is a mesh of the leaflets. Figure 5A1 shows an initial mesh

the same information after having extracted the largest connected
component.20

from our previous process in its original orientation. Figure 5A2 shows
the result of our extraction of leaflet geometry with a reorientation to
the Z axis and with only one layer to define the mesh.

2.3

Image registration

Micro CT scans for initial (unpressurized) and final (pressurized) configurations were acquired at different times. Between these two scans,

2.5

the position of the valve changed. The first step was therefore to reg-

Modelling the chordae

Chordae are flexible linear elements supporting only tension and are

ister the two configurations. A rigid registration method21 was used

commonly modelled as a branching network of 1D elements (see

to match the corresponding meshes in initial and final configurations.

Section 1). Each chorda is modelled as an insertion point on the leaflet,

To ensure consistency, registration was initialized using four reference

an attachment point on the papillary muscle, and branch points. This

points located on the anterior and posterior borders of the leaflets and

section details, in 3 steps, how we build the geometrical model of the

identified on both configurations. More precisely, if the Z projection of

chordae used in the simulation.

the valve forms an ellipse, the four points are placed where its minor
and major axes intersect the ellipse.

2.5.1
voxels

2.4

Modelling the valve leaflets

Extracting central lines of chordae from CT scan

In the context of this study, we manually picked the chordae for each pig

In order to simulate valve closure, an initial mesh geometry with bound-

subject in the unstressed state and we also measured their taut length

ary and loading conditions is necessary. The final shape of the leaflets

in the pressurized state. The two meshes (with and without pressure)

(at peak systole) is also needed for validation purposes. Meshes of both

of the leaflets and the information on the chordae are the input data to

states of the leaflets were generated from the segmented 3D images

an automatic pipeline defining the biomechanical model.

using the marching cubes algorithm. The meshes were decimated using
a fast and automatic method where the only input is the number of

2.5.2
points

final points comprising the mesh.22 For more information about the
software see http://alice.loria.fr/index.php/erc-vorpaline.html.

Extracting chordae structure: insertion and branch

The whole valve was aligned with the z-axis (i.e. so that the best-fit

Papillary muscles contract while the apex of the heart moves toward

plane to the annulus is normal to the z-direction) using a transforma-

the annulus. It is commonly assumed that this motion is fully compen-

tion matrix consisting of two pure rotations (Figure 5). The purpose of

satory and that the chordae can be assumed to be fixed at the papillary

reorientating the valve is to correct any slight misalignment in order to

muscles.12 Similarly the other extremities of the chordae are attached

improve the robustness of our algorithms. It is twofold. First, it allows

to the leaflets.

the top surface of the valve to be extracted by comparing the surface

Since the valve was reoriented in the Z direction, all the chordae can

normals with the Z direction. Second, it is used to filter the chordae

be sorted (see Figure 5B using the Z-coordinate (ZP ) of each point (P) so

modelled by line segments as detailed in the next section. A one-layer

that if A and B are the two sets of points of every line segment defining

surface was extracted from the valve by comparing the surface normals

a chord, the list of line segments AB is defined by

B

B

b

A
(A1)

(A2)

P

Z

X

b

Ib
Y

X

Z

(B)

Ab

Z
(C)

Data preprocessing. A, Leaflet reorientation to extract a one-layer surface. B, Chordae flexure and attachment points. Green: points
attached to the leaflets; cyan: points attached to the papillary muscles; black: branch points; black: points added for flexure; blue dashed line: line
segments before flexure. C, Annulus points. Green: vertices belonging to the leaflet contours; blue: vertices belonging to the annulus
FIGURE 5
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if ZA > ZB then switch A and B.

(1)

2.6

Modelling the valve annulus

During image acquisition, the annulus moves from an initial position
The set of points belonging to the chordae line segments (CLeaf )

(not pressurized) to a final position (pressurized). Both are given by
the contour of the leaflets. The edge of the surface mesh is identified

attached to the leaflets (whose set of vertices is VLeaf ) is defined by

using connectivity, which defines the annulus. The vertices belonging
CLea𝑓 = min(dist(VLea𝑓 , B)).

(2)

to these edges are the ones constituting the annulus. It is slightly more
complicated for the initial position because the leaflets are open: the

The set of points Cpap attached to the papillary muscles is defined by
C𝑝a𝑝 = A ∩ B.
At this stage, the structure of the chordae architecture is known for
the valve-pressurized configuration. It is defined by lines with vertices
that could be either insertion points (CLeaf or Cpap ) or branch points.
The next step consists in using them to build a configuration of chordae
geometry when the valve is open.

connectivity in this case is a list of points containing both the annulus
and the extremity of the leaflet. However, since the final positions of
the annulus are now known, only the points belonging to the previous
edge-based sort that are close enough to the final annulus position are
kept. Results of this algorithm are illustrated in Figure 5B.
As the two micro CT scans were acquired at different locations, it
was necessary to register them. We used the valve mesh data and the
iterative closest point algorithm guided by four initial points on each
geometry to ensure rigid-registration consistency. While the horizontal

2.5.3
Extracting the configuration of the chordae in the
valve-unstressed state

alignment was consistent because both leaflets were properly centred
at the end of the algorithm, the vertical alignment was slightly inaccurate and will later be optimized.

As previously mentioned, the unstressed leaflets were directly
extracted from the micro CT scan, but only the insertion points of the
chordae are known exactly since they are slack (unstressed). The only
information measured with certainty is their maximal length during
peak systole. Their tensile stiffness is known to be very high.9 Our

2.7

Simulating the valve at peak systole

strategy was then to let each segment of the chordae articulate about

We simulate mitral valve closure using the SOFA framework.23 SOFA

one joint rather than buckle, and the behaviour of the chordae net-

is an open-source library targeting multiple physics simulations with

work was simulated as a stiff mass–spring system. The articulation is

an emphasis on medical simulation. The main advantage of SOFA is

needed because the initial condition of the valve closure simulation

its modularity, which allows a prototype simulation to be quickly built

corresponds to an unstressed state. This means the leaflets must be

based on existing models. The SOFA framework has been widely used

open and the chordae must be attached from the papillary muscles

in medical simulation, including simulation of brain shift in deep brain

to the correct location on the leaflet. Instead of reproducing chordae

stimulation,24 heart contraction using an electromechanical model,25

buckling via a continuous curved path between segment endpoints,

and augmented reality for laparoscopic images.26

a simple division into two subsegments was developed. The chordae

Simulations in SOFA are structured as a graph (tree or direct acyclic

behaviour will range from a folded state to a fully stretched state

graph). The simulation is composed of nodes separating the different

during systole (see Figure 5A). By applying basic geometry and defining

parts of the simulation, with each node including components that build

a direction of folding, we can define the exact degree of folding.

the system to be solved. Figure 6 illustrates our scene simulating the

The aim is to compute the set of articulation points Pb . A point Ib is

mitral valve. Each node of the graph corresponds to a structure of the

computed in the middle of the last line segment of each chorda Ab Bb .

valve: the annulus, the leaflets and the chordae. All mechanical struc-

The position of Pb corresponding to the articulation point of line seg-

tures are solved in a one-matrix system. An implicit Euler method is

ment Ab Bb is then given by Equation 3. Pb is the construction point that

used for numerical integration. With stiff interaction forces, an implicit

allows one to build the chordae flexure geometry. The final chordae

approach allows the simulation to remain stable while using large time

position will be a straight line so the articulation can occur anywhere in

steps. A time step of 0.001 s allows the simulation to remain inter-

the XY plane. We arbitrarily let Y be the direction of flexure. AI and BI

active, and a velocity damping (defined by a damping Rayleigh mass

are the initial positions of points A and B, respectively, in the open valve

rM of 0.1 and a Rayleigh stiffness rK of 0.5) was added to improve the

configuration.

convergence.
The dynamic equation expressed using an implicit Euler scheme is
written as

Ib = (Ab + Bb )∕2
𝐹 𝑙 = Ab Ib ∕||Ab Ib || × Y
||Ib Pb || + ||Ab Ib ||2 = ||AI BI ∕2||2
2

(3)

Ib Pb = 𝐹 𝑙||Ib Pb ||.

Mü k+1 + Bu̇ k+1 + Kuk+1 = 𝑓 (xk+1 )

(4)

where M is the mass matrix, u the displacement matrix, K the stiffness
matrix, f the external force matrix, u the displacement matrix, and the

The output is the geometrical information of the chordae tree struc-

Rayleigh damping B is

ture during the unstressed valve configuration (solid blue lines in
Figure 5B).

B = rM M + rK K .

(5)
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FIGURE 6 SOFA scene graph of the mitral valve closure simulation. Grey: geometrical nodes; white: linear solver; green: integration scheme;
purple: forces; orange: constraints; blue: degrees of freedom of the body

The leaflets were modelled as a surface of constant-strain triangles

vertex are given by the position of the closest point on the final state

with a linear elastic material model and constant thickness of 1 mm.

of the annulus. To recover the displacement of the annulus between

The corotational approach27 was used since it supports large dis-

the open and closed states of the valve, we used an iterative approach

placements. The SOFA implementation relies on a linear strain–stress

based on the iterative closest-point method, implemented in SOFA.29,30

relationship.28 This corotational approach with linear elasticity is inte-

The points belonging to the annulus in the initial state were projected

grated in space using the FEM. Poisson's ratio was set to 0.45 to model

onto the final state. The set of closest points (projection of the initial

nearly incompressible tissue,9 and the determination of Young's mod-

state onto the final state) was updated at each iterative step.

ulus is described later in this paper. In addition, self-collision was mon-

Chordae were defined by a stiff mass–spring system. The chor-

itored. For collision detection, an alarm distance was set slightly above

dae material was modelled by an elastic law with parameters taken

the minimum edge length of the triangles. If a collision was detected and

from.9 The mass of the structures was lumped at discrete points,

the point-to-surface distance was below a tenth of the alarm distance,

and, for an individual chorda segment, we distributed its mass equally

a penalty force was applied. The spring stiffness of the contact force is

between its two endpoints. Three kinds of groups were created: point

one. Leaflet vertices near the annulus were pinned as in7 to allow only

masses inserted on the leaflet, point masses attached at the papil-

rotation. For each constant-strain triangle, the 9×9 stiffness matrix can

lary muscle, and other point masses (branch points and flexure points).

be written as

The points attached to the leaflet had their behaviour determined by
that of the associated leaflet vertex, the points attached to the papKt = R⊺t

{
∫St

B⊺t Dt Bt 𝑑𝑆

}

illary muscle assumed a zero-displacement Dirichlet condition, and
Rt

(6)

the others had their motion defined by the mass–spring behaviour of
the chordae.
The complete simulation from the unstressed state to full closure

where t describes a generic P1 triangular element, Bt is the

at peak systole took 15 seconds. Simulations were run on a Macbook

strain–displacement matrix, Dt is the stress–strain matrix describing

Air 2 GHz Intel Core i7 with 8 GB of memory. The whole pipeline was

the mechanical constitutive law that is the in-plane stress condition

scripted. The various steps associated with the average time on the

and Rt is the rotation matrix.

three subjects are illustrated in Figure 7.

Pressure due to blood is modelled as a surface-normal pressure on
An illustration of the simulation is shown in Figure 8, and Table 2

the leaflets. Fluid–structure interaction was not modelled because it
would significantly increase computation time. Instead we applied a

summarizes all the parameters involved in the simulation.

static pressure of 120 mm Hg to simulate typical peak systolic blood
pressure. Under this pressure, the leaflets move from the initial state
(unstressed) to a final state (pressurized). While we are interested only
in the quasistatic equilibrium solution of the valve at peak systolic pressure, we solve for this state by solving the dynamic equations in the

3

RESULTS

presence of collision detection and contact forces.
Given the annulus previously defined at the initial and final states of

In this section we present how we applied our computational model of

the valve (see section 2.6), our strategy was to apply spring forces such

the mitral valve to test the different model parameters as well as the

that the annulus is pulled from its initial configuration toward its final

influence of the chordae tendineae structure. We define three metrics

shape at peak systole. The direction and intensity of the force for each

to evaluate our simulations.
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Closed and
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segmentation
3h/leaflet

FIGURE 7

Closed and open
leaflet meshing
1mn15sec/
mesh

Chordae line
segments
selection
2h

Chordae flexure
computation
1sec

FEM simulation
15sec

Build files for
simulation (list
of vertices,
surfaces, etc.)
1sec

Annulus points
on open and
closed valves
0.5sec

Simulation workflow with associated average time from the three subjects (in bold)

FIGURE 8 Valve rendering at the end of the simulation. Bump map rendering: leaflets; green: chordae; pink: attachment points; cyan: collision
alarm distance. Left: top view; right: lateral view

TABLE 2

Parameters of the mitral valve model

Element

Geometrical parameters

Biomechanical parameters

Leaflets

mesh

≈ 1500 vertices
≈ 2500 triangles

Young's modulus
Poisson's ratio

[100, 2500] kPa
0.45

Chordae

mesh
attachment points

≈ 50 line segments
≈ 60 with leaflet

Young's modulus

[20, 40] MPa

spring stiffness

5000 Pa

≈ 30 with papillary muscles

Annulus

3.1

key positions

≈ 50 initial positions
≈ 50 final positions

Metrics

For the first metric, we compute the mean distance between our simulated closed leaflets and the closed state extracted from the CT scan
(ground truth) using an error-to-surface measurement. Specifically,
from each point of the reference we compute the orthogonal projection on the simulation mesh. An illustration of this metric is given in
Figure 9A. The second metric that we use to assess the simulations is
the area of interleaflet coaptation. The leaflet coaptation zone is critical to valve competency, and the depth and length of coaptation are
viewed as an important indicator of mitral valve function.1 For instance,

treated as belonging to the coaptation surface, and the area is computed. Figure 9B illustrates the coaptation surface computed in this
way. The third metric for assessing simulations is a Boolean parameter that describes the absence or presence of a leak at peak systole.
This metric is computed by extracting the occluding contour of the
simulated leaflets from the Z direction. An occluding contour corresponds to a boundary in the image between a 3D surface and a plane
that it partially occludes. Figure 9C(left) shows an occluding contour of
fully closed leaflets and Figure 9C(right) shows an occluding contour of
leaflets that exhibit leak.

in31 the coaptation height is measured by intersecting the mesh with a
plane that passes through the central coaptation axis and the midpoint
of the leaflets' attachment. In our case we measure the coaptation surface area by first separating the open leaflet mesh into faces belonging

3.2

Estimation of Young's modulus

to the anterior leaflet and faces belonging to the posterior leaflet. Then

The first model parameter that we estimate is Young's modulus. While

a point-to-surface measurement is computed similarly to the previous

most of the parameters can be determined from direct measurement

metric between points of the anterior leaflet and triangles of the pos-

(e.g. pressure) or from basic principles (e.g. Poisson's ratio), leaflet elas-

terior leaflet. When that distance is less than one-tenth of the alarm

ticity is known to vary among individuals and must be uniquely deter-

distance (the contact distance defined in Section 2.7), the points are

mined for each subject. To estimate this modulus for each case, we ran
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(A)

(B)

(C)

FIGURE 9 Metrics used to evaluate simulations. A, Error map with point-to-surface distance. B, Area of coaptation surface. C, Occluding contour,
used as an indicator of a leak

FIGURE 10

Point-to-surface distance error as a function of Young's modulus

simulations while varying this parameter over a large range of values,

dramatically because, as illustrated in Figure 12 by the dashed line, the

and the evaluation metrics for each simulation were compared to those

leaflets simply tighten.

from the in vivo data. For each value of Young's modulus, we compute

The optimal Young's modulus for all three pig subjects is approxi-

(i) the point-to-surface distance between the simulated closed valve

mately 400 kPa. This is the lowest Young's modulus value that works

surface at peak systole and the actual closed valve surface from the

on all the subjects. The simulation of valve closing without anisotropy

micro CT scan, (ii) the coaptation surface area and (iii) the area of the

implies a very elastic material as explained above. 400 kPa is a value

occluding contour. Results for our three sets of pig data are shown

that can be found at the drop in occluding contour area for pig A in

in Figures 10 and 11. Results show that underestimating the leaflet

Figure 11 and the relative constancy of point-to-surface error to the

elasticity can lead to significant error, which is due to bulging of the

right of 400 kPa in Figure 10. The disparity among subjects is due to

leaflets between the annulus and chordae attachment points. Under-

leaflet thickness, which is not the same for the three pigs. Disparity in

estimating leaflet elasticity also causes the coaptation surface to be

leaflet thickness among subjects is probably responsible for part of this

stretched beyond its actual size and tends to underestimate the area

disparity, but the normal variability seen in the properties of heart valve

of the occluding contour, which underestimates the presence of leak.

leaflets is huge and is probably a major contributor. It is described in the

This is illustrated in Figure 12. The vertical lines in Figure 11 indicate

analysis on mechanical properties for mitral leaflets in.32 The minimum

the value of Young's modulus at which the leak metric starts to detect a

error is approximately 1 mm, which is comparable to other results from

leak. The associated curve is a plot of normalized shadow surface area

the literature. The standard deviation is around 0.7 mm, which shows

(which decreases as the gaps that allow light to pass grow). The dot-

that the error is sufficiently uniform.

ted line in Figure 12 representing the bulged leaflets is far from the

Our estimated value of the Young's modulus is low compared to pub-

actual surface while still having a larger coaptation surface. By com-

lished values (e.g. E1 ∼ 2000 kPa and E2 ∼ 6000 kPa in the linear

parison, an overestimation of Young's modulus produces only a slight

anisotropic model from9 ). This is due to our assumptions of a linear con-

increase in error. This can be explained by the fact that the leaflet

stitutive law and isotropic behaviour. The mitral valve leaflets have been

does not stretch enough to prevent leaks. The error does not increase

shown to exhibit a highly nonlinear stress–strain relationship, with very
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Coaptation surface and leak information as functions of Young's modulus

Annulus

Leaflet real
position (from CT)
Leaflet position
with low Young's modulus

Chordae

Leaflet position
with high Young's modulus

Chordae

Coaptation surface

(A)
cut plane
direction

anterior
leaflet

ground truth
mesh from CT

posterior
leaflet

(B)

mesh from
the simulation

Comparison between simulation mesh and ground truth. A, Illustration of the leaflet behaviour while linearly increasing Young's
modulus. B, Example showing the bulging effect in a plane cut through the posterior and anterior leaflets

FIGURE 12

low in-plane stiffness at low strains transitioning to much higher stiff-

In addition to nonlinearity of leaflet tissue, the leaflets are also

ness at high strains, and published biaxial testing curves show two

anisotropic, exhibiting greater in-plane stiffness in the predominant

distinct regimes: a nearly linear low-stiffness regime at low stresses

direction of the collagen network within them. Again, in order to cap-

followed by a transition to a high-stiffness regime at high stresses.

ture the high-strain behaviour of the leaflets, we used a low Young's

With our limitation of a linear stress–strain relationship, it was necessary to model the low-stiffness regime in order to capture the con-

modulus more typical of the material direction perpendicular to the
predominant collagen direction.

siderable tissue stretch observed in the actual valve as it begins to

Valve closure has been simulated at pressures of 120 mm Hg and 150

close. If the leaflet tissue were modelled with a single stiffness (linear

mm Hg (see Figure 13). Closure in both cases is maintained and chordae

stress–strain relationship passing through the origin) corresponding to

are outstretched in the same way.

the slope of the high-stiffness regime, the leaflet would undergo no

Table 3 shows how the chordae behave during stretching at the

appreciable strain, leading to little to no interleaflet coaptation, teth-

two pressures. We have computed the stretch ratio Str R(Ppress ) at

ered leaflets and underestimation of the occluding contour. In order

a pressure Ppress=1 = 120 mm Hg and Ppress=2 = 150 mm Hg with

to simulate the high strain undergone by the tissue of leaflets as they

Str R(P𝑝ress ) =

begin to be loaded, which is critical to normal valve function, we found

deviation across all chordae segments for each of the 2 pressures.

it necessary to use the value of Young's modulus corresponding to the

Stretch ratio is approximately 1.003 for both pressures so there is no

low-stiffness regime.

appreciable stretch.

chorda length at P𝑝ress
initial chorda length

then computed mean and standard
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annulus
leaflet

chordae

(A)
FIGURE 13

(B)

(C)

Influence of the pressure on the chordae. A, No pressure. B, 120 mm Hg pressure. C, 150 mm Hg pressure

Stretch ratio on 104 chordae in pig A at
pressures of 120 mm Hg and 150 mm Hg

TABLE 3

leaflets are tightening (Figure 12), we needed to also optimize the value
of Young's modulus.

Pressure

Average

Standard deviation

120 mm Hg

1.0031

0.0027

tern search algorithm.33 The initial values of the parameters were rela-

150 mm Hg

1.0035

0.0030

tively close to their optimal ones: Young's modulus was chosen from the

The optimization of these two parameters was done using the pat-

analysis in Figure 11, and the heart position in the CT scanner did not

3.3

Sensitivity to mesh resolution

differ much between the two experimental conditions. The objective
function used for the optimization was the mean point-to-surface error

Next, we assess the effect of varying the mesh resolution on the accu-

measurement. We chose point-to-point distance because the computa-

racy of the simulation. We generated meshes with increased resolution

tion time is significantly less than for the point-to-surface error metric

using the method of mid-point triangle subdivision, and we evaluated

used in section 3.1. The aim here is not to validate a simulation but to

results with the number of subdivisions nsub = 0, nsub = 1 and nsub = 2.

evaluate the influence of the rigid registration on the simulation. An

Figure 14(left) shows a plot similar to Figure 10. The error evolution has

important advantage to this metric is that it does not require compu-

been computed between simulations using the finest mesh (nsub = 2)

tation of the gradient. Results are presented in Figure 15. They show

and simulations using the two coarser meshes (nsub = 0 and nsub = 1).

that the Z translation of the rigid registration computed with the iter-

As previously, the simulation is performed with various Young's mod-

ative closest point algorithm already gives a satisfactory result. The

uli. Only the point-to-surface error and its standard deviation are

error is slightly greater than before because we previously used the

plotted, and only one porcine valve is shown to avoid information

point-to-point distance to decrease computation time.

redundancy (pig A).

The vertical displacement of the rigid registration between the two

There is little difference between the errors (less than 0.3 mm

micro CT scans is less than the average point-to-surface error. This

for Young's modulus greater than E = 500 kPa), and the coarsest

means that the error is not due to poor registration of the two micro CT

mesh appears sufficient. The differences among the results for the

scans but from limitations of our method.

three subdivisions are mainly due to the errors around the annulus.
Figure 14(right) shows problems that can occur around the annulus
when the boundary is not discretized finely enough to match the geometry. However, this phenomenon occurs at a relatively small number of
points and has little impact on the simulated behaviour of the valve.

3.5

Influence of the attachment point

Having assessed model robustness and quantified the sensitivity of the
simulated valve shape to changes in model parameters, we applied it
to real case studies. Our primary focus was on the influence of chor-

3.4

Estimation of rigid registration

dae on the simulation. In particular, we focused on the influence of the
chordae attachment points. Anatomically there are three main types of

Another important degree of freedom of our model is the initial

chordae: marginal (primary) chordae, intermediate (secondary) chor-

rigid-body motion. The pressurized and unpressurized states of the

dae and basal (tertiary) chordae. Since the last of these are attached

mitral valve were taken from micro CT imaging, and in general the posi-

near the annulus, they are not considered in our analysis. Marginal and

tion within the scanner for the two images was different. While the

intermediate chordae can be seen in Figure 16(left), which shows the

rotations as well as the horizontal translations (X and Y) were correct

valve model for one of the pig subjects.

because the annulus is well centred, the translation in Z was less cer-

We first assessed the influence of the chordae by computing our

tain. In order to estimate it, we added to our model a Z translation of

metrics with (i) all chordae, (ii) no chordae, (iii) no intermediate chordae

the final state of the annulus for the iterative closest point force field

and (iv) no marginal chordae (Figure 16(right)). The only configuration

(as described in Section 2.7). Because this will also change the way the

where the valve closed normally was with all chordae, and, as expected,
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Sensitivity to mesh subdivision. Left: error in point-to-surface distance with various Young's moduli; right: mesh area where more
vertices are necessary

FIGURE 14

FIGURE 15

Error variation while optimizing Young's modulus and the vertical translation of the rigid transform

of very small coaptation surface area, a leak was well detected. The
coaptation surface area when removing marginal chordae was smaller
than when removing intermediate chordae. This shows the contribution of the marginal chordae on pulling down the leaflet to maximize
coaptation.
Furthermore, we implemented the measure of the coaptation surface as the coming together of either atrial or ventricular surfaces
of the leaflets. An explanation of this behaviour is that the contact
surface area was slightly larger without marginal chordae than with
all chordae because (i) the intermediate chordae constrain the two
leaflets to remain close enough that the valve is not wide open as
in the case of no chordae, and (ii) the contact forces allow the two
Influence of chordae. Left: attachment point labeling;
right: metric plots based on different chordae configurations

FIGURE 16

leaflets to remain in contact while being pushed upward. However, the
coaptation surface was not continuous, which is why holes (and thus a
leak) appeared.

removing all chordae allowed the leaflets to prolapse in the Z direc-

The graph of the evolution of the coaptation area shows some

tion. The marginal chordae had a greater influence on the closed valve:

behaviour that is not coherent. Specifically, coaptation area is slightly

the error and standard deviation were higher with no marginal chor-

higher without marginal chordae than with all chordae. This is due to

dae than with no intermediate ones. To assess the influence of each

the intermediate chordae constraining the two leaflets to remain close

chorda as well as the importance of its attachment position, we ran a

together while the contact forces and small but not insignificant bend-

leave-one-out test. The result is displayed in Figure 17. The high rate

ing stiffness prevent the leaflets from buckling and prolapsing, as would

of absence of leak as well as the mean point-to-surface error shows

happen in the real valve. However, even though the coaptation area is

that the chordae are robust to rupture of a single chorda even if the

substantial in this case, it is not continuous, which is why holes (and thus

coaptation surface changes significantly. However, in the two cases

a leak) appear.
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FIGURE 17

3.6

Evolution of error metric with the leave-one-out method for each chorda. Chordae are categorised as marginal or intermediate

Limitations

peak systole because a mitral valve that is competent at peak systole is

Our methodology shows promising results such as fast computation

unlikely to exhibit clinically significant regurgitation.
We will address these model limitations in future work.

time, the possibility to model valve closure in a subject-specific capacity, and the utility of robust metrics for quantifying valve simulation.
However, we acknowledge drawbacks to our framework.

4

CONCLUSION

The unstressed leaflets were directly extracted from the micro CT
scan. One of the two 3D images we scanned was a valve resting down-

In this article, we have presented a method to create a computational

ward, without any pressure. Residual stresses that have been shown

model of the mitral valve based on volumetric images. The contribu-

to exist between layers of the multilayered valve leaflet tissue have

tions of this paper are (i) the geometry of the valve model, which is

been neglected and the leaflet tissue was treated as a homogeneous

more accurate than current simple parametric models that are widely

material.

used in the literature; (ii) the automatic computation of the full valve

The change in configuration of the annulus between the open and

structure, including the leaflets, annulus, chordae and boundary con-

closed states of the valve was extracted from the subject data. The

ditions (displacement of the annulus, chordae fixed points on papil-

deformation was based on spring forces that drive the annulus from the

lary muscles, chordae–leaflet attachments and flexure of the chordae).

open to the closed valve configuration. Systole was modelled experi-

Our framework requires only minor input from the user to prepare

mentally by passively inflating the heart, corresponding to the annulus

the biomechanical model, which is particularly useful where there are

undergoing passive stretch. However, in vivo, systole is accompanied by

many subjects to test. It also allows quick variation of the input data

contraction of the annulus and reduction in its size.

(e.g. changing the mesh resolution or the displacement of the annu-

The value of Young's modulus that allowed the valve to close is lower

lus); (iii) the fast FEM implementation within SOFA, which is robust

than physiological values. If a realistic value is used, the leaflet motion is

(tested by many simulations on a cluster), runs in interactive time (the

restricted. It is likely that adopting a nonlinear anisotropic constitutive

complete closing process takes 15 seconds) and is accurate (the error

model would permit normal motion because it would permit greater

compared to real data is around 1 mm); (iv) the development of 3

leaflet strain in the direction of the valve centre. It also influences the

metrics to evaluate a simulation of mitral valve closure (a point-to-

measurement of the coaptation surface metric.

surface error measurement with a ground truth reference extracted

The effects of our assumptions of uniform leaflet thickness and

from the CT image, leaflet coaptation surface area and an indication

uniform chordae diameters have not been assessed. Both features

of whether the simulated closed leaflets leak); and (v) the quantitative

are known to be nonuniform, and neglecting to model this may have

comparison of the influence of marginal versus intermediate chordae

impacted the results of the simulation.

on the simulation.

This analysis has been performed using micro CT because its high

Results from FEM analysis on three explanted porcine hearts show

resolution enabled us to resolve very fine valve structures. While

that it is possible to predict the shape of the leaflets at peak systole

micro CT cannot be used clinically, we are investigating methods

with an average surface error of approximately 1 mm. We also measure

to segment chordae from clinical 3D ultrasound based on previous

the influence of the positions of the chordae tendineae on simulation

work from our

group.34

We are also exploring the use of 4D cardiac

CT scans.

results and show that marginal chordae have a greater influence on the
final shape than intermediate chordae.

Finally, our framework focused on the simulation of a static closed

In future work, we plan to use an anisotropic hyperelastic law to

valve at peak systole, but it might be informative to simulate a

model the leaflet behaviour in order to increase accuracy by having

time-dependent pressure during valve closure. However, while the qua-

both an image-based collagen fiber orientation and a nonlinear con-

sistatic nature of our simulations is a limitation, there is considerable

stitutive law to model the increasing leaflet stiffness with increasing

clinical value to using simulation to predict valve competence during

leaflet strain. We also plan to test our model on more data. This is
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important to demonstrate model robustness for a system with so many
degrees of freedom and such large ranges of physiological parameters. Finally, we want to continue evaluating the role of the chordae by
studying the influence of their diameters.
The entire process is shown visually in the accompanying video.
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